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ABOUT ROADTRIP NATION
For over 15 years, we here at Roadtrip Nation have made it our mission to help
individuals pursue fulfilling careers aligned with their interests and strengths. We
show people how to turn the things they like into careers they love—and we do it
with the most powerful of tools: personal stories. From snowboard designers to
filmmakers, we’ve sat down with professionals of all kinds and asked them honest
questions about their struggles, successes, and how they figured out the age-old
question, “What should I do with my life?” These conversations form the foundation
of our career resources, which introduce young people to new paths and illustrate
how to pursue them.

A BALANCED EQUATION
Produced with support from AT&T through its AT&T Aspire initiative, Roadtrip
Nation’s latest series, A Balanced Equation, seeks to help young women and their
allies pursue their love of science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM).
Although women make up 48 percent of the total workforce, they hold just 24
percent of the jobs in STEM fields. One factor believed to be contributing to this
gap is a lack of visible female role models in STEM-focused educational materials
and media: That’s why Roadtrip Nation sent three young women on a life-changing
road trip across the country to seek out the trailblazing women who are shaping
the world with science, technology, engineering, and math. By highlighting the
stories of women shaping the STEM fields, A Balanced Equation helps young women
everywhere discover the exciting realms of innovation that are improving lives,
solving problems, and making a positive impact on our future.
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ABOUT THIS VIEWING GUIDE
We created this guide to accompany our series A Balanced Equation, which follows
the journey of three young women studying an array of topics within the STEM
fields, as they travel the U.S. to hear the stories of other women building their lives
around STEM. Throughout this guide, you’ll find discussion questions that prompt
young women to reflect on their interests, their strengths, and how they can
change the demographics of the STEM world. High school students are the primary
audience for this guide, but they aren’t the only ones who can benefit from it—it’s
also a great way for educators and school leaders to learn how to support young
women as they pursue their interests in STEM.

HOW TO USE THIS VIEWING GUIDE
Materials Required:
1. Internet connection
2. Video and audio projection
3. Access to A Balanced Equation episodes (rtn.is/women-in-stem)
4. Copies of each episode handout for students

STEP 1: REFLECT

Each episode guide begins with a reflection question to be completed before
viewing the episode. This question establishes the theme of the episode for
students.

STEP 2: WATCH

Select the episode you will be watching with your students. Each episode is about
30 minutes in length.

STEP 3: CONNECT

After viewing the episode, guide your students in a thoughtful discussion as they
explore the connection between the documentary and their lives.
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A BALANCED EQUATION: SYNOPSIS
With the support of AT&T, Roadtrip Nation sent three young women on an
unforgettable road trip to explore the future of STEM. For three weeks, the team
shared conversations with other women in STEM about themes like managing selfdoubt, coping with feelings of isolation, and taking risks.

MEET THE ROAD-TRIPPERS
REGINA LIN
Age 18
New York City, NY
Regina is a freshman studying computer science at the
University of Pennsylvania. In coding and computer science,
she loves that there are many paths to the same endpoint, but
sometimes wide open possibility can be paralyzing. She has so
many interests that she’s not sure where to go from here, and
whether choosing one path means leaving all the other things
she wants to do behind.

ELICIA DENNIS
Age 21
Denver, CO
Elicia is studying electrical engineering at the University of
Notre Dame, but she’s taken the last year off to return home to
Colorado and teach computer programming to young girls from
her hometown. She knows that engineering and helping others
are what she’s most passionate about, and she’s not yet sure
how to combine those interests—but what she does know is that
she wants to push the culture around STEM forward.

ARIEL NOBLE
Age 18
North Little Rock, AK
Ariel has faced continual self-doubt and negativity from others
as she works hard to get through challenging coursework to
complete her master’s in biomedical research. She dreams of
going to medical school but doubt from others has her secondguessing herself—she wants to find the encouragement and
confidence she needs to push past the doubters.
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EPISODE 1: FIND YOUR VOICE
REFLECT

Before watching the episode, think or talk about the following:
What are some self-doubts or hesitations you have about pursuing a career in a STEM
field?

WATCH

Use this space to jot down your thoughts or favorite quotes from the episode.

CONNECT
1. Evelynn Hammonds discusses some myths about women in science. How does
the team of road-trippers challenge these myths?

2. Make a list of some interests that fall under the umbrella of STEM. Think
beyond the obvious ones like science and math. For example, the leaders in the
episode discuss that, even though it might not seem like it from the outside,
interests like art and design are a big part of STEM. Jot down as many interests
as you can think of!
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EPISODE 2: GET OUT THERE
REFLECT

Before watching the episode, think or talk about the following:
Who are some women in your life who encourage and motivate you?

WATCH

Use this space to jot down your thoughts or favorite quotes from the episode.

CONNECT
1. How did Regina’s feelings of isolation affect her behavior in class?

2. How did Zaria’s mother influence her career in STEM?

3. Many leaders in A Balanced Equation were supported by other women in their
lives. Visit womeninstem.shareyourroad.com and explore the profiles of
women working in STEM. Then choose someone who stands out to you and
write down some of their advice.
Name:
Advice:
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EPISODE 3: MANY PATHS
REFLECT

Before watching the episode, think or talk about the following:
When you were younger, what toys or games did you play with? What made them fun
for you?

WATCH

Use this space to jot down your thoughts or favorite quotes from the episode.

CONNECT
1. How did self-doubt and negative messages from others affect Ariel’s career
choices?

2. Katie Carr Kopcso confesses that she had to take calculus twice because she
failed. How did this change the road-trippers’ perspectives on the difficulty of
STEM fields?

3. Leah Buechley encourages the road-trippers to “be playful, unafraid, and
curious.” Describe an activity, project, or subject that has made you feel that
way.
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EPISODE 4: BUILD THE FUTURE
REFLECT

Before watching the episode, think or talk about the following:
What are the characteristics of a scientist or inventor?

WATCH

Use this space to jot down your thoughts or favorite quotes from the episode.

CONNECT
1. What did Debbie Sterling’s research into the differences between males and
females in STEM reveal?

2. Growing up, Kari Byron didn’t see many examples of women working in
leadership roles in STEM. Do you think the media has improved its portrayal of
women in STEM? Explain.

3. Slowly, the community of women in STEM is growing and adding role models.
The demographic makeup of STEM is changing, becoming more diverse and
inclusive. How can you continue to move the STEM field forward, and away
from stereotypes?
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